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SU(2) flavour symmetries

Isospin symmetry

Observation: Proton and neutron same mass

Two representations of the same particle (nucleon) with different
isospin

Based on flavour independence of strong force, u and d mass nearly
the same

mu,md � mbaryon
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SU(3) flavour symmetries

Sorting the particle zoo
Grouping by same spin j and parity P

Sorted by isospin I3 and hypercharge Y = B + S

Charge given by Q = I3 + Y /2

Baryon decuplet wit JP = 3
2

+

Baryon octet wit JP = 1
2

+

Meson octets with JP = 1− and 0−

202 14. Mesonen aus leichten Quarks

p + p → p + Σ+ +K*0 .

Bei diesen Experimenten entstehen im Endzustand immer gleich viele in Ha-
dronen gebundene s- und s-Quarks. In diesem Fall enthält das K∗0-Meson
ein s-Quark und das Σ+-Baryon (s. Kap. 15) ein s-Quark. Man spricht auch
davon, dass die Quantenzahl Strangeness bei Reaktionen der starken Wech-
selwirkung eine Erhaltungsgröße ist.

Es gibt 4 Quarkkombinationen mit jeweils einem s- bzw. s-Quark:

|K*−〉 = |s↑u↑〉 |K∗0〉 = |s↑d↑〉
|K*+〉 = |u↑s↑〉 |K∗0〉 = |d↑s↑〉 .

Dabei bilden die beiden Paare K*−, K∗0 und K*0, K*+ jeweils starke Iso-
spindupletts.

Mit 	, ω, φ und K∗ sind alle möglichen 3 × 3 = 9 Quark-Antiquark-
Kombinationen ausgeschöpft. Alle zugehörigen Teilchen wurden experimen-
tell nachgewiesen – ein überzeugender Beweis für die Richtigkeit des Quark-
modells.1 Eine anschauliche Darstellung des Klassifizierungsschemas gibt
Abb. 14.1. Dort sind diese Vektormesonen gemäß ihrer Strangeness S und
der 3-Komponente des Isospins I3 eingetragen. Die dreizählige Symmetrie
dieser Anordnung weist auf die drei fundamentalen Quarksorten hin, aus
denen die Mesonen aufgebaut sind. Mesonen und Antimesonen liegen sich
jeweils diagonal gegenüber. Die drei Mesonen im Zentrum sind jeweils ihr
eigenes Antiteilchen.
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Abbildung 14.1. Die leichtesten Vektormesonen (JP = 1−) (links) und pseudo-
skalaren Mesonen (JP = 0−) (rechts), klassifiziert nach Isospin I3 und Strange-
ness S

1 Historisch war die Situation umgekehrt: Das Quarkmodell wurde entwickelt, um
das Auftreten der vielen Mesonen zu erklären, die in Multipletts eingeteilt werden
konnten.
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Abbildung 15.4. Zustände des Baryonendekupletts mit JP = 3/2+ (links) und

des Baryonenoktetts mit JP = 1/2+ (rechts) im I3–S–Schema. Im Unterschied
zum Mesonenschema sind bei den Baryonenmultipletts nur Teilchen und keine An-
titeilchen aufgeführt. Die Antibaryonen bestehen ausschließlich aus Antiquarks und
bilden eigene, äquivalente Antibaryonenmultipletts.

stehen: ↑↑↓. Dieser Spinzustand ist weder rein symmetrisch noch rein anti-
symmetrisch bezüglich Vertauschung zweier Spinvektoren, sondern er hat eine
gemischte Symmetrie. Die Flavour-Wellenfunktion muss dann ebenfalls in ge-
mischter Symmetrie vorliegen, damit das Produkt aus beiden und damit die
gesamte Spin-Flavour-Wellenfunktion rein symmetrisch werden kann. Für die
Quarkkombinationen uuu, ddd und sss, die nur in symmetrischer Form darge-
stellt werden können, ist dies jedoch nicht möglich. Deshalb existieren diese
Quarkkombinationen nicht als Baryongrundzustand mit J = 1/2. Es gibt
daher nur zwei verschiedene Quarkkombinationen aus den leichten Quarks u
und d, die die Symmetriebedingungen für die Wellenfunktion erfüllen. Diese
entsprechen gerade dem Proton und dem Neutron.

Diese vereinfachte Diskussion über die Herleitung der möglichen Baryon-
zustände und -multipletts kann quantitativ mit gruppentheoretischen Argu-
menten zur SU(6)-Symmetrie der Quarks untermauert werden, wofür wir auf
die Literatur verweisen (siehe z. B. [Cl79]).

In verkürzter Form kann man die Wellenfunktionen von Proton und Neu-
tron schreiben als:

|p↑〉 = |u↑u↑d↓〉 |n↑〉 = |u↓d↑d↑〉 .

Wir werden nun die symmetrisierte Form der Wellenfunktionen konstruie-
ren. Zunächst betrachten wir das Proton und zerlegen den Spinanteil der
Wellenfunktion mit z. B. z-Komponente mJ =+1/2 in Produkte von Spin-
wellenfunktionen von einem einzelnen Quark und zwei Quarks,
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Helicity distributions

The ∆q can be expressed by 2MSµ∆q = 〈P, S |q̄γµγ5q|P, S〉 for a
proton with momentum P and spin S

This allows to introduce the singlet and axial currents

J0
5µ = ψ̄γµγ5ψ with ψ =

ψu

ψd

ψs


J i5µ = ψ̄γµγ5

λi
2
ψ

Connected to the axial charges

〈P,S |J0
5µ|P, S〉 = 2MSµa0

〈P,S |J i5µ|P, S〉 = MSµai

These are connected to F ,D: a3 = F + D, a8 = 3F − D
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Cabibbo theory

Lagrangian full weak interaction: LW = G√
2
Jµ × J+

µ

SU(3) symmetry: Three Noether currents

V lept
λ (∆Q = 0)

V
(1)
λ + iV

(2)
λ (∆S = 0,∆Q = 1)

V
(4)
λ + iV

(5)
λ (∆S = ∆Q = 1)

Cabibbo:
Ignore ∆S = −∆Q component
Ignore problems of normalisation of non-leptonic processes
Universality between leptonic current and only one hadronic current

V
(had)
λ = a

[
V

(1)
λ + iV

(2)
λ

]
+ a

[
V

(4)
λ + iV

(5)
λ

]
1 = a2 + b2
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Cabbibo theory

Adding these hypothesis to the V-A formalism of weak interactions:

J lept
λ = ν̄µγλ(1− γ5)µ+ ν̄eγλ(1− γ5)e

Jhadr
λ = cos θ

[
J

(1)
λ + iJ

(2)
λ

]
+ sin θ

[
J

(4)
λ + iJ

(5)
λ

]
J

(i)
λ = V

(i)
λ − A

(i)
λ

θ: Cabibbo angle

Octet of axial current A not conserved

Octet normalisation are free parameters

Vector currents: Normalisation fixed by strangeness non changing β
decays
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Cabbibo theory

Jhadr
µ complicated in terms of individual baryon fields

Jhadr
µ = cos θp̄γµ [1− (F + D)γ5] n

+ sin θ

{
−
√

3
2
p̄γµ

[
1−

(
F +

1
3
D

)
γ5

]
Λ

}
+ sin θ

{
−n̄γµ [1− (F − D)γ5] Σ− − Σ̄+γµ [1− (F + D)γ5] Ξ0}

+ sin θ

{√
3
2

Λ̄γµ

[
1−

(
F − 1

3
D

)
γ5

]
Ξ−

}
+ ...

In terms of quarks:

Jλ = cos θ [ūγλ(1− γ5)(d + tan θs)]

= ūγλ(1− γ5)dC

Cabibbo angle: mixing angle
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Decay constants

Combinations of F ,D in the β decays

Two examples for their determination

Decay Combination Measurement
n→ pe−ν̄ F + D 1.2723± 0.0023
Λ→ pe−ν̄ F + D

3 0.718± 0.015
Σ− → ne−ν̄ F − D −0.340± 0.017
Ξ− → Λe−ν̄ F − D

3 0.25± 0.05
Ξ0 → Σ+e−ν̄ F + D 1.22± 0.05
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Neutron β decay

Measure neutron β asymmetry

Decay probability per time unit for emission of electron from polarised
neutrons:

dΓ = (1 +
v

c
PA cos θ)dΓ(E )

Neutron polarisation P

θ: emission angle relative to the polarisation

dΓ(E ): decay rate for unpolarised neutrons

A: energy dependent, correction needed (recoil, induced currents)

Largest deviation from A0 smaller 1%

A0 = −2λ(λ− 1)/(1 + 3λ2)

λ = |gA/gV |
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Neutron β decay
VoLUME 56, NUMBER 9 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 3 MARCH 1986
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FIG. 1. Arrangement of the experiment. The inset shows details of the inner region of the superconducting solenoid.

integrated capture flux of the collimated beam is

P, = 2 x 10 neutrons/sec. The neutron polarization
follows guide fields and inside the spectrometer the
neutron polarization axis coincides with the beam
direction and the solenoid axis. A current-sheet non-
adiabatic spin flipper reverses the sense of the polari-
zation at regular intervals. s

The PERKEO spectrometer is designed to enhance
the counting rate from neutron decay by collecting de-
cay electrons over a large region of the neutron beam.
The main element is a 1.7-m-long, 20-cm-diam super-
conducting solenoid which produces a 1.5-T axial field.
Electrons from neutron decay have kinetic energies
&782 keV and they are constrained to helical paths
with diameters less than 1 cm inside the spectrometer.
Additional coils at each end of the solenoid bend the
field lines causing the electrons to move away from
the neutron beam and strike plastic scintillation
counters, shown in Fig. 1. The spectrometer field de-
creases monotonically from the center of the solenoid
to the detectors, insuring that electrons are not per-
manently trapped by the magnetic mirror effect. A
correction in the asymmetry of about 10% for the mag-
netic mirror effect is necessary, however, because
electrons arc reAccted for some trajectories if they are
initially directed toward a region ~here the magnetic
field increases.

The P detectors are made from 240X180X8-mm-
thick acrylic scintillator, Roehm GS 2003 (Rohaglas
2003) curved to conform to the cylindrical shape of
the spectrometer. Each is coupled through light guides

to two RCA 8850 photomultipliers operated in fast
coincidence to reduce noise. The detector sensitivity
corresponds to about 100 photoelectrons/MeV. The
electronic thresholds are below the single photoelec-
tron level and so the effective energy threshold is
about 20 keV. One novel feature of the experiment is
the ability to reconstruct electron backscatter events as
coincidences between the two scintillation counters.
The electron energy signal is derived from the sum of
signals from both scintillators. The counter actually
struck, that is, the initial direction of the decay elec-
tron, is recovered from timing information with hard-
wired logic. About 1% of the events have signals in
both detectors.

During runs, the neutron polarization is reversed
every 15 sec and data are collected under the control
of a PDP 11/23 computer system interfaced through
CAMAC. For background subtraction, runs with the
neutron beam blocked after the polarizer by a LiF
shutter are alternated with data runs. The integral
signal-to-noise ratio is approximately onc-to-one with
nearly all the background being below 200 keV. The
spectrometer is energy calibrated periodically with
several conversion-line sources ('o Cd, "3Sn, and

Bi) deposited on thin backings and remotely insert-
ed inside the solenoid.

The typical background-subtracted counting rate is
100 sec ' per detector. Figure 2 is a background-
subtracted electron energy spectrum from the
upstream detector; both neutron polarizations have
been added together producing an effectively "unpo-

920

57MW reactor in Grenoble, cold neutrons
Measured polarisation P > 97%

Regular spin rotation (every 15 s)
Decay electrons contained by magnetic field
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Neutron - β decay

Measure electron counting rate for two polarisations
Result from 150 h of data
A0 = −0.1146± 0.0019→ gA/gV = −1.262± 0.005

VOLUME 56, NUMBER 9 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 3 MARCH 1986
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FIG. 2. P-decay energy spectrum from one run. Spectra

for both polarization states are added and the solid curve is a

fit to the resolution-corrected Fermi shape. The measured
point at lowest energy is just at the threshold of the detec-
tors.

larized" P spectrum. The energy scale is derived from
conversion-line calibrations and there is a small correc-
tion to the data points at low energies for measured
detector nonlinearity. The data in Fig. 2 are fitted well

by a function which represents the expected allowed

spectral shape corrected for detector response. A Pois-
son resolution function with a low-energy cutoff is

used to model the detector.
The downstream detector is not as well shielded

from the polarizer and the collimator, and the back-
ground subtraction is not complete at low energies.
Depending on experimental condi tions (primarily
shielding) that were changed during the run, occasion-
ally the upstream detector spectrum also exhibited
some unsubtracted background. Only the data above
—200 keV, where the background subtraction is

good, are used to complete the final result. The sys-
tematic uncertainty in this procedure is accounted for
in the final error.

To extract the P asymmetry parameter from the data
we consider the following combination of experimental
counting rates:

where the W's are experimental energy spectra for
counter i and polarization state represented by the ar-

row. We expect from Eq. (1) that except for a slight
complication from finite detector resolution this com-
bination will have the form —,

' (v/c)P& (&)(I+f)S.
Here we have integrated over the 2m effective solid

angle of each detector and we have included two
correction factors: a factor f to account for imperfect
neutron spin reversal, and a factor 5 to account for the
magnetic-mirror effect is energy independent in the
adiabatic approximation which is well satisfied by the

ENERGY (keV)

FIG. 3. Experimental P asymmetry as a function of P en-

ergy. The data for both detectors for all runs taken over a
150-h period are combined in the graph. The solid curve is

the theoretical prediction after accounting for detector
response.

experimental conditions. 9 Figure 3 shows the data
combined in this way from 150 h of measurement.
The data for both detectors are combined to enhance
the statistics. Only the data from the upstream detec-
tor are included at low energies. The data are fitted
well by the expected v/c dependence modified for fin-
ite resolution, and the slight energy dependence in A

due to weak magnetism and nucleon recoil. The ap-
parent systematic deviation at low energies in Fig. 3
may be due to incomplete background subtraction.
The deviation counting rate is very small and the com-
bination of counting rates plotted in Fig. 2 is very
sensitive to background. These energy regions are
avoided in the final determinations

The result of fitting the energy-dependent counting
rate asymmetry with the amplitude as a free parameter
determines the combination —,

'
PA p(1+f )S. The data

from each run and each detector are separately
analyzed and the results are combined later. The neu-
tron polarization P and the spin-flip probability are
measured periodically in a separate experiment with a

second supermirror polarizer and current-sheet spin
reverser by a standard method. '0 %e obtain I'
=0.974(5) and f=0.988(1) where the errors account
for statistics and the systematic error of the method.
Variations in P and f over the course of the run are
negligible. The magnetic-mirror correction is calculat-
ed from the known magnetic field distribution and the
neutron density position dependence. The procedure
is straightforward and it is verified with measurements
of electron reflections made with movable conversion-
line sources. The correction differs slightly for the two
detectors because of the divergence of the neutron
beam. We find S, = 0.883(5) and S2 = 0.887(5) for
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combined in this way from 150 h of measurement.
The data for both detectors are combined to enhance
the statistics. Only the data from the upstream detec-
tor are included at low energies. The data are fitted
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may be due to incomplete background subtraction.
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The result of fitting the energy-dependent counting
rate asymmetry with the amplitude as a free parameter
determines the combination —,

'
PA p(1+f )S. The data

from each run and each detector are separately
analyzed and the results are combined later. The neu-
tron polarization P and the spin-flip probability are
measured periodically in a separate experiment with a

second supermirror polarizer and current-sheet spin
reverser by a standard method. '0 %e obtain I'
=0.974(5) and f=0.988(1) where the errors account
for statistics and the systematic error of the method.
Variations in P and f over the course of the run are
negligible. The magnetic-mirror correction is calculat-
ed from the known magnetic field distribution and the
neutron density position dependence. The procedure
is straightforward and it is verified with measurements
of electron reflections made with movable conversion-
line sources. The correction differs slightly for the two
detectors because of the divergence of the neutron
beam. We find S, = 0.883(5) and S2 = 0.887(5) for
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Λ - β decay

Matrix element for the decay

M = G/
√
2〈p|Jµ|Λ〉ūe(pe)γµ(1 + γ5uν(pν))

Hadronic part:

〈p|Jµ|Λ〉 =ūp[gv (q2)γµgw (q2)σµνqνMΛ

+ ga(q2)γµγ5

+ g2(q2)σµνqνγ5/MΛ]uΛ sin θC

Vector/Axial coupling gv , ga

Assume usual q2 dependence: ga/v (q2) = gv ,a(0)[1 + 2(q/Mv ,a)2]

Weak-magnetism term gw (q2) = gw (0)

Second class term g2 = 0, neglect terms of order M2
e /M

2
Λ
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Λ - β decay

Differential decay rate

d2Γ

dE ∗e d cos θ∗eν
= W (E ∗e , cos θ

∗
eν) · T (E ∗e , cos θ

∗
eν ,

ga(0)

gv (0)
,
gw (0)

gv (0)
)

W contains kinematics

T contains dependence on weak magnetism and axial-vector coupling
constants

Variables in the Λ rest frame
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Λ - β decay

782 J. DWORKIN et al. 41

method is free of the problem of the kinematic ambiguity,
and gives a slightly more precise answer. Because the
direction of the A is known, and the momentum of the
proton and electron are measured, the momentum of
each daughter particle perpendicular to the direction of
the A can be determined. Although the momentum of v
has two values, its transverse momentum is uniquely
determined by conservation of momentum,
P ~+P,~+P j =0. This observation leads us to consider
angular variables in a plane transverse to the A direction
in order to extract g, (0)/g, (0).

We consider, for purposes of analysis, the decay se-
quence

A~Q+v, Q~p+e
where Q is a fictitious particle with a wide mass distribu-
tion. In the laboratory system consider a plane I' perpen-
dicular to the direction of the neutral beam. The plane is
illustrated in Fig. 1. By momentum conservation, the
points where the particles p, Q, and e intersect this
plane lie on a straight line. For the same reason the
points where A, Q, and v intersect this plane also lie on a
straight line. Since there is no twofold kinematic ambi-
guity in this plane, the distribution of the angle 4 be-
tween these two lines is more sensitive to g, (0)/g, (0)
than the distribution of cosO, . This is illustrated in Fig.
2(a) which shows how the 4 distribution difFers for three
values of g, (0)/g„(0) as determined by our Monte Carlo
program. Figure 2(b) shows the same comparison for
cos0,* .

B. Electron identi6cation

X

0.25m
Z

3m

C3
C2 M2

C5g 2
PBG

C6

400 GE V
PROTONS NEUTRAL

BEAM AXIS'

Electrons and pions emit vastly different amounts of
synchrotron radiation when bent in the 3.13-Tm spec-
trometer magnet M3. These synchrotron x rays were
detected by a xenon-filled multiwire proportional
chamber (SRD) immediately downstream of M3 (Ref. 14).
The amount of synchrotron radiation emitted by a parti-
cle per unit length in a uniform magnetic field varies as
E /M . The x rays gave a characteristic hit pattern in
this chamber which distinguish the electrons from the
more massive pions. After passing through the xenon
chamber, the electron was intercepted by a lead-glass ar-
ray (see Fig. 4) located downstream of C5. The array
contained a total of 25 radiation lengths (r.l.), sampling
the electromagnetic shower development every 3.1 r.l.
(Ref. 13). Electron candidates were required to have a
longitudinal shower development consistent with an elec-

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

A. Spectrometer

SW IC

1C

TARGE T

Sl

i I

Py
A DECAY

VERTEX

SRD
C4
CSP

APPARATUS - PLAN VIEW

S3
$Q

A detailed discussion of the experimental equipment
can be found in Ref. 13. The salient features will be re-
viewed here. The apparatus and coordinate system are
shown in Fig. 3. The 400-GeV proton beam produced A
hyperon s in a 3-mm-diameter Be target. A 4-mm-
diameter collimator embedded in the vertical (y) magnet-
ic field of 2.3 Tesla (M2) determined the A direction. A
hyperons were detected by observing their charged decay
products in a magnetic spectrometer downstream of the
evacuated decay region. Their characteristic neutral vee
decay topology, which consisted of two opposite1y
charged particles emanating from a single point in the de-
cay region, is illustrated in Fig. 3. Two sets of three mul-
tiwire proportional chambers (MWPC's) Cl —C6 with a
2-mm signal-wire spacing, each with two orthogonal sig-
nal planes, measured the track coordinates upstream and
downstream of the 60-cm (horizontal) X 20-cm
(vertical) X 190-cm (long) aperture dipole magnet (M3).
The same neutral vee signature was typical of the dom-
inant decay mode A~pm which was 1300 times more
frequent than the P decay and the major source of back-
ground. To suppress this background two different types
of electron identification were used.

0.25m

3 flan

C2
Cl

C3

M3

400 GEV
PROTONS~xa
Ml

SWIC
IC

TARGET

UUM

"1
I,

NEUTRAL
eEAM AXIS7
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I I P

h DECAY
VERTEX SRD

C4
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APPARATUS —ELEVATION VIEW

53,S4

FIG. 3. The plane and elevation views of the experimental
apparatus. The synchrotron-radiation detector (SRD) was im-
mediately downstream of the analysis magnet. The S's denote
scintillation counters, the C*s refer to argon-filled rnultiwire pro-
portional chambers in the magnetic spectrometer, and C refers
to the Cherenkov counter. PBG is the lead-glass array. A A P-
decay event is illustrated.

400GeV CERN SPS proton beam
Be target, 2.3T magnet, decay region
MWPC, scintilation counters, Cherenkov counter, lead glass array
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Λ - β decay

Four particles involved in Λ→ pe−ν̄

p, e− fully reconstructed in spectrometer

Λ: direction known but not the magnitude

ν̄ not observed

In centre of mass system: Two solutions for magnitude of pΛ

→ Two solutions for cos θ∗eν (missing longitudinal component of pν)

Approximation (neglect q2 variation)

T = [gv (0)]2 [T1(1− cos θ∗eν) + T2(1 + cos θ∗eν)]

T1 = Y 2 [2(E ∗e − E ∗ν )]XY /MΛ +

[
1
2

(2 + r)2
]

T2 = 1 + Y 2

r = Mp/MΛ,Y = ga(0)
gv (0) ,w = gw

gv (0) ,X = 1 + (1 + r)w
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Λ - β decay

Angular distributions depend on ga(0)/gv (0)

Compare with results from MC simulation
ga(0)/gv (0) = 0.720 + 0.018
Assume decay sequence: Λ→ Q ν̄, Q → pe

ga(0)/gv (0) = 0.719 + 0.016

41 HIGH-STATISTICS MEASUREMENT OF g, /g, IN A~p+ e +v 781

TRANSVERSE DECAY KINEMATICS magnetism term g /g„(0) is usually given by the
conserved-vector-current hypothesis:

g /g, (0)=(p~ —1 )g, (0)MA/(Mp+MA ) =0.97,
where p is the proton magnetic moment expressed in
Bohr magnetons. However this need not be the case, a
short discussion of another hypothesis is given in Sec.
UD.

B. Overvie~ of data analysis

Y

FIG. 1. This figure gives the transverse decay kinematics for
A~pe v. The decay sequence is A~Q+v and Q~p+e
In the laboratory system consider a plane perpendicular to the
A momenta, and place a dot where the trajectory of the elec-
tron, proton, Q particle, A, and neutrino intersect this plane.
Measure the angles 4& and 4, clockwise from an axis through

Q parallel to the laboratory x axis (as shown in the figure). The
angle 4 is defined to be 4, —Cl&. A11 vectors and all angles are
in the plane of the figure.

Four particles are involved in the decay A-~pe v.
The p and e are fully reconstructed by our magnetic
spectrometer, the direction but not the magnitude of the
A momentum is known and the 7 is not observed. In the
center-of-mass system there are two solutions for the
magnitude of the A momentum.

Two different methods were used to extract
g, (0)/g„(0). The first, more standard approach used the
distribution of events in the variable cosO„,. There are
two solutions for cos61,* which reAects the lack of
knowledge of the longitudinal component of the v
momentum in the A rest frame. The two solutions corre-
spond to different A momenta in the laboratory. We
have measured the A momentum spectra by using the
A~pm decays and have weighted the two solutions by
their probabilities as given by that spectrum. A second
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FIG. 2. (a) The Monte Carlo 4 distribution is plotted for three values of g, (0)/g„(0) (0.60, 0.72, and 0.84). The average value for a
bin has been normalized to 1. The size of a bin is 18 degrees. The number of events in the Monte Carlo sample is 10 times the data
sample (37286). (b) The Monte Carlo cos(0,* ) distribution is plotted for the same three values of g, (0)/g„(0) and uses the same nor-
malization. The size of each bin is 0.1.
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Λ - β decay

Angular distributions depend on ga(0)/gv (0)

Compare with results from MC simulation
ga(0)/gv (0) = 0.720 + 0.018
Assume decay sequence: Λ→ Q ν̄, Q → pe

ga(0)/gv (0) = 0.719 + 0.016
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ic errors estimates are not statistical, there is no a priori
method of combining them. If we estimate a systematic
error in g, (0) /g„(0) by adding them in quadrature, we ar-
rive at a possible systematic error of 0.006 from known
sources.

V. RESULTS

A. Standard analysis

ison of data and Monte Carlo simulation for cos(C&) is
given in Fig. 22 as a function of g, (0)/g, (0). The
minimum in y is 19.6 for 19 DF corresponding to
g, (0)/g„(0) =0.719+0.016 and an electron-neutrino
correlation of a, = —0.017+0.013. The above results
were obtained with m=0.97 the value given by the CVC
hypothesis. The final cosN distribution for g, (0)/g, (0) is
shown in Fig. 23 for the minimum value of y .

The result of the standard analysis for A~pe v in
which both solutions for each event are plotted as a func-
tion of cos(8,„)is given in Fig. 21. The two solutions are
weighted according to the A momentum spectra and
compared to the Monte Carlo simulation. The result is

g, (0)/g, (0)=0.720+0.018 with a g =10.1 for 19 bins.
The expected y is 9.5 since both solutions are used,
which effectively gives 9.5 degrees of freedom (DF). In
the standard analysis we have used the conserved-vector-
current (CVC) value of m=0.97.

B. New analysis

In Sec. IB we argued that the cos(4) distribution is
more sensitive to g, (0) /g„(0) than cos(8;, ). The compar-

C. A global test for systematic errors

To test systematics introduced by our analysis,
d 1 /dE*dx from the data and Monte Carlo simulation
were fit to the simple function 1+a cos(4)+b sin(4).
Here the sin(4) term is orthogonal to the expected be-
havior of the data due to P-decay physics, cos(4). The
sin(4) term must be introduced by distortions of the data
due to apparatus acceptances or analysis procedure. It is
not necessary that this expression fit perfectly since data
distortions could require higher-order terms in sin(4)
and cos(4). Nevertheless, the simple function should fit
the data and the Monte Carlo simulation equally well if
no large systematic errors due to unknown sources are
present in the data. %e used this technique to test for a
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FIG. 21. The ev correlation for A~pe v. The data points
are shown with error bars; the solid line is the Monte Carlo
simulation. The vertical scale is normalized as in Fig. 2. The
size of each bin is 0.1. The fit has a g = 10.1 for 9.5 DF.

FIG. 22. The g for the comparison of the data and the

Monte Carlo solutions is plotted as a function of g, (0)/g„(0).
The horizontal lines represent y' changing by +1. The vertical

lines represent + lu.
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Q parallel to the laboratory x axis (as shown in the figure). The
angle 4 is defined to be 4, —Cl&. A11 vectors and all angles are
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Four particles are involved in the decay A-~pe v.
The p and e are fully reconstructed by our magnetic
spectrometer, the direction but not the magnitude of the
A momentum is known and the 7 is not observed. In the
center-of-mass system there are two solutions for the
magnitude of the A momentum.

Two different methods were used to extract
g, (0)/g„(0). The first, more standard approach used the
distribution of events in the variable cosO„,. There are
two solutions for cos61,* which reAects the lack of
knowledge of the longitudinal component of the v
momentum in the A rest frame. The two solutions corre-
spond to different A momenta in the laboratory. We
have measured the A momentum spectra by using the
A~pm decays and have weighted the two solutions by
their probabilities as given by that spectrum. A second
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FIG. 2. (a) The Monte Carlo 4 distribution is plotted for three values of g, (0)/g„(0) (0.60, 0.72, and 0.84). The average value for a
bin has been normalized to 1. The size of a bin is 18 degrees. The number of events in the Monte Carlo sample is 10 times the data
sample (37286). (b) The Monte Carlo cos(0,* ) distribution is plotted for the same three values of g, (0)/g„(0) and uses the same nor-
malization. The size of each bin is 0.1.
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The same was done to a sample of Monte Carlo P decays
and 5„and 5 were picked to minimize the difference, in
the sense of least squares, between the fitted parameters
for the real data and the Monte Carlo samples. %e ob-
tained the displacements 5 =0.13+0.04 mm and

5y 0.07+0.04 mm which were used in the final analysis
of the data.

To test for the existence of unknown systematic errors,
Monte Carlo events with g, (0)/g„(0) and a,„equal to the
result obtained from the data were fit to the distribution
1+a cos(4)+b sin(4). We obtained a = —0. 1591
+0.0023 and b = —0.0062+0.0023 with g =25.1 for 18
DF as is shown in Fig. 24(a). The same fit was performed
for the data yielding a = —0.1567+0.0072 and
b = —0.0082+0.0073 with g =23.1 for 18 DF and is
shown in Fig. 24(b). Since the Monte Carlo events and
the data fit the simple function equally well,

y /NDF=1. 3 vs 1.4, and give the same coefficients for
sin(4) and cos(4) terms, there is no evidence of an un-
known systematic error from this test. In addition, the
coefficient of the sin(4) term is very small showing that
the result, which varies as cos(4), is relatively insensitive
to apparatus acceptance.

I I I I

-160 -120 -80 - 40
I I I I I

0 40 80 120 I 60 D. Consistency of results

@ ( deg )

FIG. 23. The cos4 distribution at g minimum. The data
points are shown with error bars, and the solid line is the Monte
Carlo simulation. The vertical scale is normalized as in Fig. 2.
The size of each bin is 18 degrees. The fit has a y =19.6 for 19
DF.

known possible problem, a constant error in the location
of the point Q

Xg =Xg +5&, Pg =Pg +5y

The effect of such a constant error on an otherwise sym-
metric Gaussian distribution is given in Appendix B. In
order to see if such an error existed, the P-decay sample
was divided into eight bins in 4, and the distribution
N (4) for each of these bins was assumed to be of the
form

Although the fits to the P-decay hypothesis are excel-
lent using either cos9„distributions [g, (0) /g, (0)
=0.720+0.018, y /NoF=1. 06] or cos(4) distributions

[g, (0)/g„(0) =0.719+0.016, g /NDF =1.03] and a global
test for systematic errors gives no indication of unknown
systematic errors; such errors would not be detected if
they conspire to maintain the shape of the underlying
physical process. To test that possibility we have exam-
ined our results as a function of many other variables.
The results as a function of neutrino center-of-mass ener-

gy are only marginally consistent with a g =11.6 for an
expected g =2. This discrepancy can be removed by let-
ting g deviate from the CVC value (see Sec. V F). Fig-
ures 25(a) —25(d) correspond to g, (0)/g„(0) as a function
of neutrino energy in the A rest frame, as a function of z
vertex, as a function of the momentum of the Q particle,
and as a function of M, respectively. Figure 25(e)
shows the best quality events (based on the lead-glass in-

This experiment

Bourquin et al.
Wise et al.
Lindquist et al.
Burnett et al.
AlthofF et al.
Baggett et al.
Canter et al.
Maloney et al.

TABLE IV. Experimental results.

37 286

7111
10000

441
405
817
352
141
148

Ig. /g. I

0.731+0.016 (w =0.15)
0.719+0.016 (w =0.97)
0.70 +0.03
0.734+0.031
0.53 +0.09
0.47 +0.09
0.63 +0.06
0.74 +0.09
0.75 +0. 15
0.72 +0. 14
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